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Actually, I have been searching for such websites since July 1997. I have been all over the Internet, including the Christian Science Monitor, Answers.com, and the American
Institute for Creation Research (AIRC). I have even found a website that will address my interests to no avail. That was the Christian Biodiversity Group at the University of

Washington. No, I have never subscribed to their newsletter. Why? Because in the past 3 1/2 years I have found the Internet a MUCH more productive tool than any letter I could
possibly write to any expert in the field. I do not want to bother any expert with my queries when I am finding out what they already know. I do not want to take my thoughts and
ideas away from creating a creation-based website and spend my time in writing these letter to try to get the expert to answer my quesitons. In the future, I might start sending
these letters. But I want to keep my creative work for my creation website first. I would have spent more time on my site if I had spent more time sending letters! Anyway, I have
to find someone who can write in a way that I can respond to. I have never seen a creation website written in a way to attract non-believers. I am even willing to take this into a
Ph.D. program. The point is, I do not have time to answer all the questions that I encounter from the time I spend on creating a creation-based website. I am creating another
creation-based website right now! "Promoting intelligent design: James McCaffrey, the founder of the National Center for Science Education, has advocated arguing that both

evolutionary and intelligent-design claims are valid, but only one of them is scientific. I have been aware of this "science wars" approach for decades, but never understood its
potential for generating support among the public. Yet no one has exploited this possibility any better than McCaffrey and the NCSE, which has continued to fail to distinguish

among a variety of different scientific theories--a habit that has helped to blur the often stark differences between creation and evolution." "Scientists and educators have been
attempting for years to teach science and engineering to young people
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